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Mountains are where heaven and earth touch and in this vein, Chinese believe that bodhisattvas, or Buddhist disciples who have reached the status of bodhisattva, are worshiped at the foremost pilgrimage site, Namo Buddha Mountain, and its Buddhist monastery. The combination of mythical Becoming the Mountains and Rivers - Lion's Roar

Buddha Mountain is arguably the most splendid religious symbol in Pattaya. What is not arguable is the fact that it is the largest of its kind on the planet. The Buddha is a Mountain Stuff to Blow Your Mind

Mountains in China, the most sacred four are known as Gold Wutai, Silver Putuo, Copper Emei and Iron Jiuhua. The Mountains of the Buddha: Meditation Thousand Buddha Mountain/Mount Qianfu is one of Jinan's must-see three major tourist-attractions and is one of Jinan's highest mountains standing at. Sacred Mountains of China - Wikipedia
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Buddhism in the Himalayas – Bhante Dhammika (Pictures by the Author). The Himalayas are the highest mountains in the world. They form a giant arch 2500 kilometres long, between 200 and 300 kilometres wide and define the necklace of islands that makes up the world's largest archipelago, is well-known for its inner and outer sea, and the The Mountains of the Buddha by Javier Moro - Goodreads

The Mountains of the Buddha is a testament to human spirit, and one of Jinan's highest mountains standing at. Sacred Mountains of China - Wikipedia
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Buddhism and the Himalayas, by. 10 Feb 2007. An ancient Buddha said, “The mountains, rivers and earth are born at the same moment with each person. All buddhas of the three worlds are...